Several sets of optimum filters are applied to UBO noise data with a synthetic signal. The more modes a set of optimum filters estimates, the larger the filter gains, and the more errors are amplified., The data contain considerable energy above 0.5 cps for which the filters are not designed. As a result low frequency errors are large. The performance of these optimum processes will be dependent upon the validity of the underlying assumptions such as horizontal bedding, known instrument calibration, and knowledge of both P and S velocities with depth. Examples are shown of the performance of the optimum filters using synthesized data where the underlying assumptions are satisfied. Then these same optimum filters are applied to data from the UBO vertical array. Normally we compute the attenuation of each Rayleigh wave mode relative to the surface continuously with the depth for several particular frequencies. ' ' ' ' ' 0 We are thus calculating mode attenuation (and sign) versus depth with frequency as a parameter. However, we could convert many such computations into attenuation versus frequency with depth as a parameter. Naturally, the particular depths we choose would be the levels where a seismometer was recording in the vertical array. In this manner we can compute a frequency response, H (aj) , where u i \ response at the mth depth km response at ehe surface for the kth higher mode. These Rayleigh modes must obey these frequency relationships, H, (üü) , not only in an average sense integrated over time, but also in a transient sense for each instant of time. Otherwise these noise modes would not be surface
waves.
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The waveform for any of the rnodes at depth will be either in phase or 180 out of phase with that at the surface. Hence the filter response, H. (w) , will be an even, real function as must its transform in the time domain. In other words, these filters are phaseless.
in a similar way teieseismic signals, and whatever mantle P-wave noise may be present, will possess very definite delay (i.e., filter) relationships between the various outputs of a vertical array. Let us assume that the signal waveform, B(t),
is the same at all levels and further that the surface reflection coefficient is unity and the reflected waveform is the same a« the incident waveform. Then if the signal recording on the surface is 2 s(t), the signal recording from the rath level seismometer is given by
where T is the one way travel time for the signal from the rath ra level to the surface. The frequency equivalent of the above t^^e
Thus, similar to that applied to the Rayleigh modes, the filtering applied to the signals is also phaseless.
We will define the noise mode, n, , as follows: k n = the signal mode, s , plus any mantle P-wave noise with velocity and reflection properties identical to those of the signals; n = the fundamental Rayleigh mode n = the first higher Rayleigh mode n = the k-2 higher Rayleigh mode -2-
The composition of each of the vertical array outputs is given by z 2
V^' " k n mk^' "k where these equatious can be expressed either as functions of frequency^ , or time, t. For time equations, the .operation (*)
implies convolution between the h's and the n's. The first recording level, z it), may be, but is not necessarily on the 1 surface of the ground.
In matrix form we have Z « HE.
The vector of vertical array outputs, Z, is measured. The matri of filter relations, H, is computable from the structure. The problem is to determine each member of the unknown vector of noise Hiodes, n, by a filtering process just as a seismometer would record the mode on the surface with the other modes absent.
If the number,m, of recording levels is Itss than the number,k, of noise modes present, (ra,k), then the system is underdetermined.
In this cas« the noise modes cannot all be seoarated frojt each other.
If m = k, we have a determined eystem wxth just enough recording levels to find all modes. It the number of recording levels is greater than the number of modes present, the system is over^eter- The filtering operation is therefore
where I is the identity matrix. The solution G « H~ will not do since we especially want to find solutions when H is not square.
Consequently, we let
T -1 T G = (H H) H
for which the operation GZ gives
as desired.
Our väethod will be to solve these equations for the optimum is the cosine function of frequency. In the same way the solution assumed for the optimum cilters in thia range is(aG).
Consequently, the matrix product of these frequencies is given by aG aH = a I
Consequently, the orthogonality of our optimum filter solutions is maintained over the entire frequency range. In order to deutonsträte that our optimum filter solutions are indeed correct, we created some synthetic data which does conform to the well log analysis we have assumed for the UBO well. We chose four independent seismograms from our digital data files.
We bandpass filtered each so thwt the main energy content was between 0.5 and 2.0 cps. The first of these traces was identified as the fundamental mode on the surface of the ground and filtered according to the H matrix to produce the equivalent fundamental mode at the various instrument depths in the UBO well. The second trace was identified as the first higher mode and similarly filtered according to its depth behavior determined by the H matrix. The third was identified as the second higher mode, and so on. These Rayleigh mode traces we combine with an artificial signal to produce a mixture of signal and Rayleigh modes expected from this well. Figure 3 shows the data from the five levels of the vertical array if the signal only were present. The companion traces on Figure 3 show the optimum filter output (estimate) for the siqml, the fundamental, the first higher, and second higher modes. There are several sets of signal and noise mode estimates shown on Figure 7 . All of the optimum filters used require inputs from all five levels. However, we can ask for estimates of only a single mode or for estimates of several modes in the filter outputs» We designate a five level input, two mode output set of filters as a 5 x 2 set. The more modes a set of filters estimate, the larger the filter gains will be. It fo]lows that any errors resulting from incorrect dispersion analysis, instrument calibrations, or non-parallel layering will be amplified much more in these filters with fewer degrees of freedom.
The outputs on Figure 7 are from a 5x1, 5x2, 5x3, and a 5 x 4 set of filters. The 5x1 set estimates the signal merely by averaging the inputs from all five levels. These outputs show progressively increasing low frequency errors on the estimates of all modes as the degrees of freedom decrease (i.e., as the number of outputs increase).
-9- Figure 7 . Several seta of optimura filters are applied to UEO noise dat» with a synthetic signal. Thfl more modes a set of optimim filters estimat-*s, the larger the filter gains, and the more errors are amplified. These data contain considerable energy below 0.5 cps for which the filters are not designed. As a result low frequency errors are large.
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We know that the optiiraum filter solutions do not agree with the well analysis for f iqaencies below 0.5 cps. The well was not analysed below this frequency. Rather the optimum filters were interpolated between 0 and 0.5 cps from the solution at 0.5 cps. Yet we expect trie correct solutions to become more erratic as the array aperature measured in wavelengths becomes smaller. If the optimum filters were correct at all -frequencies, and if the second higher mode were absent, as seems likely fror the bottom trace on Figure 7 ; then the outputs from the 5x3 and the 5x4 filters would match.
-10-v IV. CONCLUSIONS Qualitative experierce has disclosed the following features of our optimum filter solutions:
1. These filters arc indeed orthogonal and separate the noise md signal modes as planned.
2. These optimum filters extend for 400 points in time since the frequency interval chosen was .05 cps.
3. The gain on the synthetic examples was greater than 20 db with solutions restricted to 0.5 to 2.0 frequencv range.
More resolution in frequency could increase this figure.
4. The optimum filters are zero phase shift filters.
Therefore, they are algebraically additive.
5. The optimum filters become larger in gains (both positive and negative) as degrees of freedom decrease.
6. The optimum filters become larger in gains (both positive a^d negative) as the aperature of array goes down. Thus, for low frequencies the solutions tend to become unstable.
Extra modes not considered and errors in 'issumptions
cause errors in the output. Errors in assumptions can include an incorrect well log, non-parallel layering in surrounding medium, and incorrect calibrations of seismometers.
8. Extra degrees of freedom are needed to cut gains of optimum filters and make optimum solutions more tolerant of errors.
9. Extra degrees of freedom are best obtained by increasing the number of seismometers in the vertical array.
10. More stable solutions (i.e., optimum filters with lower gain) will be obtained from the deeper vertical arrays which have the seismovueters distributed rather uniformly throughout the array.
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We will evaluate these properties of vertical » rays quantitatively as the "tudy progresses, we will ax -o add deghosting to the optimum filter programs.
The next vertical array of interest is the one in the Grapevine well, GVTX. This array has six seismometers downhole plus a surface instrument all recorded on the same tape.
In addition it is located in a sedimentary basii. rather than the Rocky Mountains ao tie assumption of plane, horizontal layering may be better satisfied.
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